Moodle analytics: accessing logs, and completion tracking

Key sources of information

Moodle has a variety of logs and activity tracking available by default.

To maximise the usefulness of this data add your resources and activities using + Add a resource or activity. Information, links, documents and other items in labels or section descriptions are NOT tracked.

Tracking and monitoring student "engagement"

Resources (key resources in bold)

- How to see tracking information for students
- Looking at Moodle Logs: how to track student activity and engagement (MediaSpace VIDEO)
- How to generate an activity report for a student
- How to see a given user's activity within a SCORM package
- How to see student activity in Microsoft Teams using Insights (Microsoft Resource) 2021
- Analytics in Echo360 Engage (Xerte toolkits)
  - Module analytics within Engage Echo360
  - Consolidated Analytics
  - Individual video analytics within Engage Echo360
  - Interactive Media Analytics
  - Quick access to Video and Poll Analytics

Looking at Moodle Logs: how to track student activity and engagement

Completion tracking

Editing teachers and other staff can see a variety of logs which are automatically compiled.

Completion tracking is used for two main purposes:

- Allowing the students
- Enabling staff to create conditional activities

Completion tracking can also be used to automatically award Open Badges (see section below)

Resources (key resource in bold)

- Moodle completion tracking for student monitoring and conditional activities
- Activity completion tracking in Moodle (MediaSpace VIDEO)
- How to generate an activity report for a student
- How to use completion tracking to monitor student progress
- Magic with Moodle 18 - Monitoring students & completion tracking
- How to enable conditional activities

Conditional release

- How to enable conditional activities
- Magic with Moodle 4 - Hiding and restricting material - conditional release

Open Badges in Moodle

- Using Badges to enhance student engagement (Xerte)
- How to use Badges in Moodle